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**The goals of these presentations is to normalize using tutoring by sharing statistics and highlighting 

tutors get tutored and share information about the different types of tutoring. 

 

 Discuss reason for visit and introduce yourself by sharing your class year, major, and subject 

areas of tutoring.  If you’re a Tutor Manager, announce this and share that one of your most 

important commitments is advertising the ALC and the Tutoring Program to your peers. 

 

 QUESTIONS:  1) How many students know the location of the ALC?  2) How many students 

knew that we have an awesome tutoring program?  Asking these questions gives us a sense of 

our visibility and is a direct way to interact (“break the ice”) with the students. 

 

 Share that the ALC is the primary home of the college’s peer tutoring program and that 

the ALC offers study skills workshops, helps students with classes, and assists all types of 

learners at Albright.  It’s in the lower level of the Library/Administration Building and you 

can visit Erin Evans, our director, at any time. 
 

 The largest student service offered by the ALC is FREE tutoring.  Share some statistics:  Last 

semester we had 90 tutors, 283 students were tutored on a regular individual basis, and almost 

3200 hours were dedicated to student tutoring.   

 

 The ALC offers tutors for almost any entry level subject including Spanish, Math, Biology, 

Chemistry, Psychology, and really any general studies class on campus. Our ALC tutors are 

trained in effective learning and tutoring techniques and they are supervised by the ALC staff.  

We can offer you assistance in test preparation, homework, assignments, study guides, 

and study strategies. Peer Tutors are committed to working with you on a weekly basis and 

have experienced firsthand the impact tutoring makes on their tutees learning and performance.   

 

 We have three types of tutoring sessions: we offer individual tutoring, office hours, and study 

groups. For individual tutoring, we assign you with a tutor who will meet with you at a time the 

both of you schedule each week. Office hours are generally held 6pm-10pm Sunday through 

Thursday for small group or one-on-one tutoring where no appointment is needed. New this 

semester is that Office hours will be held in the dorms, in the Schumo Center, and in the 

Computer Lab. Study Groups include one tutor with many tutees in one location. 

 

 Did you know that at least 1/3 of the tutors are tutored?  The tutors here are students just 

like you and me who simply want to help out, and in the process help themselves out. It’s a free 

service we should all use when needed.  

 

 If you want to know more about the tutoring program, I’ve brought with me the 

instructions to request a tutor, our walk-in hour tutoring schedule where no appointments are 

necessary, and a sample list of tutors in specific subject areas.  

 

 Any questions?  Thank the Professor and them for their time.  


